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i AbstractLithologic variation, regional depositional trends, and the lack of written guidelines have resulted

i in inconsistencies in the recognition of stratigraphic contacts in drill holes at the Nevada Test Site

(NTS). Stratigraphic identification, based on mineralogy of discrete samples, can be augmented by

geophysical logs and downhole movies to more accurately and consistently locate contacts between

units. Criteria are established for locating the base of the Pahute Mesa ash-flow tuff, the top of

the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff, the top of the Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff, and the top and the

base of the Rainier Mesa Tuff.
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Harry R. Covington of the USGS was a member of the stratigraphic working group and a major

• contributor to this paper.
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Introduction

A historical perspective of the voluminous geologic work accomplished mainly by the United

States Geological Survey (USGS) over the last 30 years in the southwestern Nevada volcanic field

(SWNVF), of which the NTS is part, was recently ;_ummarized by Byers et al. (1989). The

publication describes early geologic studies and progressions in understanding volcanic

environments. The most recent geologic investigations have led to a revised stratigraphic

nomenclature for the SWNVF. This revised nomenclature was first presented at the Fifth

Symposium on Containment of Underground Nucl_ar Explosions (Warren et al., 1989). The work,

based on petrography and chemistry, has resulted in additional characterization of

well-recognized units, identification of many new units, and correlation of widely-spaced units

with their volcanic source. Stratigraphic assign_,_ents of the volcanic units are now accomplished

utilizing published mineralogic compositions as criteria.

Geophysical logs have been utilized for years by NTS geologists as a source of information for

geologic interpretations. It is well known that certain strati_raphic units givedifferent signatures

to the logs (Douglas and MilIett, 1978, Maru_ak, 1981, Wagoner, 1981, Drellack et al., 1982, and

Mathews and La Delfe, 1983). The development of the fisheye camera in 1978 offered geologists

another tool for geologic identification (Brugman, 1979). Drilling with dual-string-reverse-air-

and-water circulation leaves clean drill hole walls and the 360 degree field of vi__wmovie permits

the geologist to observe the rock media in detail. The addition of this movie with sample

observation and geophysical logs has greatly enhanced the geologists' ability and confidence in

geologic interpretations.

Currently' in providing geologic interpretations, NTS geologists from various agencies utilize the

revised nomenclature of the SWNVF, and correlate available data to existing stratigraphic logs.

It has been noted that while progress has been made in our ability to identify units, the positioning

of stratigraphic contacts between units has not been consistent b_.tween geologists, and is often

subjective. This is substantiated by a review of stratigraphic logs from Area 20 drill holes. These

logs were prepared by numerous geologists from the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory

(LLNL) and USGS over a time period of more than twenty years. Inconsistencies in the

stratigraphic logs are due to local and regional variation in the lithology of the volcanic rocks,

limited data, and a lack of written guidelines for identifying stratigraphic units.

Identification of stratigraphic units based on mineralogic composition of discrete samples, upon

which the revised nomenclature is based, can be augmented by utilization of additional downhole
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measurements to more accurately and consistently locate contacts between the volcanic units. A

working group of five geologists, with more than 75 years of combined experience interpreting NTS

geology, was formed to define criteria to consistently position the stratigraphic contacts of the
J

volcanic units. These criteria will be published as a guidebook that can be used by the N'V3 geologic

community. This paper is a status report; the procedures used and the contacts that have been

characterized to date are described in this paper. The working group intends to continue reviewing

data to establish criteria for additional stratigraphic contacts for both Pahute Mesa and

eventually Yucca Flat.

Procedure

The working group reviewed samples, geophysical logs, and downhole movies to develop criteria

for identifying contacts of stratigraphic units. Sample types included mainly cuttings, but also core

and percussion guns. Geophysical logs utilized were natural gamma, total intensity magnetometer

(proton precession magnetometer), gamma-gamma density, electric, and epithermal neutron. These

are standard geophysical logs and data was collected following accepted NTS procedures (Atlas

Wireline Services, 1988, and MiUett and Felske, 1989). Downhole observation was accomplished

by viewing the fisheye movie. The group initially used the fisheye movie to define characteristics

for the contact locations or picks. After criteria were developed, the movie was used to provide

additional information to support picks made from the geophysical logs. Contacts were confirmed

by determining the mineralogy of the samples at the pick locations. A small number of nearby

holes (from two to four) was studied at each session, in order to identify variations in contact

characteristics. Variations in units, such as a bedded tuff replacing an ash-flow tuff, or the

appearance of a new unit, were allowed for in developing the criteria. Area 20 was selected as a

starting point, since recent geologic work was concentrated there. To date the working group has

reviewed data from 15 holes (shown in Figure 1 and listed in Table 1). Some contacts exhibit

consistent trends and are easily characterized, while others continue to elude definitive

characterization. This is because stratigraphic units vary internally (for example, lithology,

alteration, and thickness) and regionally (the Rocket Wash Tuff occurs as both an ash flow and

bedded tuff), and the number of possible contact combinations increases as one goes deeper in tlte

. volcanic section (the pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff could be underlain by the bedded Paintbrush Tuff, or

the Rhyolite of Benham, or the Volcanics of Area 20, etc.).
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U2Oae U2Oax

. U2Oak U2Oay
U2Oal U2Obb
U2Oao U2Obc

, U2Oaq U2Obd
U2Oas U2Obe
U20at U20bf
U2Oav

Table 1. Drill holes reviewed by the working group.

All data types, such as samples, geophysical logs, and downhole photography, must be utilized to

identify the stratigraphic units and the contacts between them. Other data types may be helpful.

For example, drilling rate information may indicate a break between a welded a,h flow and a

bedded tuff. Sometimes, favored data types are not available. Utilization of geophysical logs

requires knowledge of how the tools respond in the downhole environment. Logs respond to

lithologic changes at different rates. Some logs show abrupt changes, while others take longer

(several feet) to show a change in character. Some logs may be good contact indicators in certain

lithologies, but are poor in others. Frequently, contact locations based on samples, different logs,

and downhole photography will vary. All data must be checked for depth accuracy. If variation

still exists after checks are made and tool response is accounted for, we favor basing picks on

downhole photography.

Accuracy of locating contacts is a function of the data type utiliz_ci for the identification. Cuttings,

obtained on 10' intervals, can be used to locate a contact with, a,_ the most, 10' accuracy.

Geophysical logs can be used to pick contacts with about 1 to 5' accuracy, depending on the log type

and the tool response. The fisheye movie offers the most accuracy (if casing is photographed), to

approximately 1'. Locating contacts based on core is very accurate if core is obtained across a

contact. Percussion gun samples can offer information with about 1 to 5' accuracy, as accurate as the

surface and the tool can be aligned and cable stretch accounted for. In general, we believe we can

locate contacts at NTS to approximately 5'. Consistency, however, is a more important issue. We

• hope that NTS geologists will be able to use this guidebook to consistently identify contacts.

- Five stratigraphic contacts are characterized in this publication. These contact descriptions apply

only to Area 20, since ali data reviewed to date is from Area 20. Figure 2 shows a typical
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__ Trail Ridge Tuff
(basefrequentlybehindsurfacecasing)

............... bedded tuff

,(notalwayspresent) Thirsty Canyon '

Pahute Mesa Tuff Tuff

•k ............... bedded tuff (notalwayspresent)

Rocket Wash Tuff (mayalsobebedded)

' Tuff of Cutoff Road
(notalwayspresent) Volcanics of

ii . _ BeattyWashTUffAmmonia Fortymile

(notalwayspresent) Canyon

! Tanks Tuff

--
II _ ............._'_.._'.-._-] Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff

_c

Timber Mountain
Tuff

Rainier Mesa Tuff

Figure 2. Schematic stratigraphic column for units described in this paper.
Contacts marked with an * are characterized below.
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stratigraphic section and the contacts described in this paper. Contacts between older

stratigraphic units have also been reviewed, but criteria have not yet been developed. A set of

photos from flsheye movies is available for viewing. Please contact Gayle Pawloski, Lawrence

Livermore National Laboratory, at 510-423-0437 for information on obtaining these photos.

Updated stratigraphic logs for the fifteen holes that were reviewed for this paper are included in

the Appendix.

Descriptions of stratigraphic contacts

Trail Ridge Tuff - Pahute Meaa Tuff contactv

This contact is very shallow and almost always hidden behind the surface casing. Because it is

hidden, no geophysical logging data is usually available. No criteria have been developed for

identifying this contact.

Base of the Pahute Mesa ash-flow tuff

The base of the Pahute Mesa ash-flow tuff is relatively easy to identify using the movie and

natural gamma log together. The natural radiation of the ash-flow tuff, caused by higher thorium

content, is usually distinct when compared to the underlying unit. The end of cooling cracks in the

ash flow and the appearance of eroded surfaces in the Rocket Wash Tuff indicate the general

contact location.

The Pahute Mesa Tuff is a vitric to devitrified, densely welded ash-flow tuff that frequently has

cooling cracks. Locally the Pahu_e Mesa ash flow is associated with an underlying tephra (air-fall

tuff). The Pahute Mesa Tuff is underlain by the Rocket Wash Tuff. The Rocket Wash Tuff contacts

are among the hardest to characterize, due to the lithologic variation within the unit. lt occurs

mainly as a bedded tuff, but occasionally as an ash flow. Ali logs from the Rocket Wash typically

exhibit a series of highs and lows, reflecting a series of ash flows and bedded tufts. If th_ wel6ed

Pahute Mesa ash-flow tuff has cooling join_.svisible in the movie, they usually end just above the

contact with the Rocket Wash Tuff (see the U20ax movie). Downhole photography often shows

several erosional surfaces in the Rocket Wash Tuff, indicating time breaks during deposition. Once

. these erosional surfaces are seen, it is usually safe to assume that the Rocket Wash Tuff has been

encountered. The gamma log will show high intensity from the Pahute Mesa ash flow dropping

. (almost always) sharply to low intensity caused by the Rocket Wash unit (Fig. 3). A blip, normally

about two feet wide, but up to eight feet wide (U20ao), is frequently present within the sharp

decrease on the downhole side of the high hump. The pick is made on the uphole side of this blip
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Figure 3.
Ittenfi .fying the base of the Pahute Mesa ash-flow tuff utilizing gamma logs.

The Pahute Mesa ash-flow tuff is characterized on the gamma log by high intensity

dropping sharply to a low representing either a bedded unit below the ash flow
or the Rocket Wash Tuff. The pick is made just above the blip within this sharp
decrease from the high hump. [Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The

depth scale (horizontal axis) shows relative depth; i.e the scale is true, but depth
is not tied to the ground surface or any common point. Gamma data have not been
smoothed. The vertical scale shows true API units. However, these apply only
to the bottom log trace (U20ao). The other logs have been offset for clarity.
Contact depths for each hole are shown near the log pid<.]
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(U20ao, U20ax, and U20bb). The pick may also be made at the base of the low if no blip is present

(U20al). The spectra log contains a natural gamma trace, K (potassium), U (uranium), and T _

(thorium) traces. Reviewing these logs for several recent holes indicates that the characteristic

high of the Pahute Mesa unit in the natural gamma log may be caused mainly by the thorium

content of the ash flow. The electric log offers some information, showing a peak in resistivity in

the welded Pahute Mesa Tuff dropping to a low at the contact. The density log is not very useful,

since the proximity is almost always bad in the Rocket Wash Tuff, causing all data to be washed

out.

i

Rocket Wash.Tuff - Cutoff Road Tuff contact

This contact is highly variable, and we have not yet finalized criteria for identifying it.

Cutoff Road Tuff - Beattv Wash Tuff contact

This contact is highly variable, and we have not yet finalized criteria for identifying it.

Toy of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff

The distinct lithologic differences between the Beatty Wash Tuff and the underlying Ammonia

Tanks ash-flow tuff make this contact relatively easy to pick. Many sources of information can be

used. The most useful are the movie, complimented by the magnetometer, density, and electric logs.

Ali three of these logs are good indicators for locating the contact.

The fisheye movie shows an abrupt color change from the white Beatty Wash air fall to a

chocolate brown of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff (U20al, U20ao, and U20bb). Frequently the

Ammonia Tanks ash flow has pumice that appears as white speckles distinctively apparent in the

brown ash flow. The Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff usually is fairly easy to recognize on the

magnetometer log. This formation is normally magnetized (positive remanent magnetism), and

shows a decrease in magnetic intensity at the contact when compared to the fairly consistent, gently

undulating signature of the Beatty Wash (Fig. 4). The magnetometer 10g shows two typical

signatures at this contact - a "drop off" and a "roll". We have not been able to establish clear

explanations for this difference. The "drop off" (a concave feature) is easiest to see on the log, and

. easiest to pick. The pick should be made at the very beginning of the drop off (U20al, U20ak, and

U20bf). The "roll" (a convex feature) does not have a clear break that separates the signatures of

• the two units. Thus, it is more difficult to establish where the "roll" begins. We have made the

pick at the lniddle of the inflection point (U20ao), and at the fairly sharp point where the "roll"

starts (U20as, U20ay, and U20bb). Figure 5 shows examples of electric and density log picks for this
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Figure 4.
Identifying the top of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff utilizing
magnetometer loPs.

The Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff exhibits positive remanent magnetism when

compared to the fairly consistent, gentle undulations of the Beatty Wash Tuff.
A sharp decrease in magnetic intensity occurs at the contact, which is characterized
by either a "drop" or "roll" as the decrease begins. The pick can easily be made
at hhe beginning of the "drop" (U20al). It is more difficult to establish the
contact when it is characterized by a "roll". The pick should be made at the
middle of the "roll" (U20ao) or at the fairly sharp point of the "roll" (U20bb).

[Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The depth scale (horizontal axis)
shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth is not tied to the ground
surface or any common point. Magnetometer data have not been smoothed.
The vertical scale shows true microTesla units. However, these apply only to

the bottom log trace (U20ao). The other logs have been offset for clarity.
Contact depths for each hole are shown near the log pick.]
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Figure 5.
Identifying the top of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff utilizing
_tensity and electric logs.

The Beatty Wash Tuff is a high resistivity, low density air-fall tuff. The characteristic
high resistivity peak in the electric log is very evident when compared to the low
resistivity of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff. The contact should be picked at the
shoulder (if one is visible) above the low. The entire Beatty Wash Tuff exhibits

. low density, and then density rises sharply in the Ammonia Tanks ash flow. The
contact should be picked near the center of this rise, or at an inflection point, if
one exists. [Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The depth scale (horizontal

- axis) shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth is not tied to the ground
surface or any commen point. Resistivity and density data have not been smoothed.
Contact depths for each hole are shown near the log pick.]
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contact. The characteristic high resistivity peak in the electric log from the vitric Beatty Wash

Tuff is very evident when co_npared to the low resistivity signal from the Ammonia Tanks

ash-flow tuff. The stratigraphic contact is picked at the inflection point above the low (U20at).

The bridge current of the electric log is out of gauge within the Beatty Wash Tuff, and returns

sharply to gauge in the top two or three feet of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff. The entire

Beatty Wash unit is characterized by low density, which rises sharply to the higher density of

the Ammonia Tanks. Picking the contact at the center of the rise is substantiated by downhole

movies (U20al, U20as, and U20bb) or at an inflection point within the rise (U20at). The gamma log

is not very helpful for picking this contact. The log shows a long gradual rise starting at the Beatty

Wash Tuff and cor).tinuing throughout the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff. The lowest part of this

signal is the P,_atty Wash. There is no distinct break at the contact with the Ammonia Tanks

ash-flow tuff.

Ammonia Tanks ash-flow_-Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff contact

The contact between the ash-flow and bedded tuff units of the Ammonia Tanks Tuff is difficult to

establish because physical properties and mineralogy of the units are similar near the contact. The

magnetometer and gamma logs are the best tools, but may not offer enough information for a

conclusive pick. A change in remanent magnetism indicates the contact location.

The Ammonia Tanks ash flow unit exhibits positive remanent magnetism that was established as

the hot ash flow cooled. Remanent magnetism is not present in the bedded tuff because it was

ernplaced as a cold unit. Thus, the magnetometer log goes from lower intensity for the normally

magnetized ash flow to mid-range values (usually around 51.5 microTeslas) for the bedded tuff

(Fig. 6). The bedded unit frequently is represented by a generally flat line with very gentle

undulations; the l_ne usually deviates less than 0.30 microTeslas. The change between the ash flow

and the bedded unit is frequently a gradual slope. We have tried to consistently make the pick at

the uphole side of the flattened feature on the magnetometer log (U20as, U20ax, and U20bd). This

is supported by sample observation and bedding features visible in the bedded unit in the movie.

The bedded unit is frequently shown as a wide "W" or "U" signature on the gamma log (Fig. 7). The

"W" can be interpreted as several thin beds, while the "U" may be fewer beds. The pick should be

made just above the blip or small peak at the uphole side of the '_" or "TJ"(U20ak, U20al, and

U20ao). As a general statement, no distinct features are present in the movie. The color difference

between the units is very subtle, and frequently can not be distinguished. If cooling cracks are

present they are restricted to the ash flow and will not occur in the bedded tuff.

-12-
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Figure 6.
Identi .fying the top of the Ammonia Tank8 bedded tuff utilizing
magnetometer logs.

The Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff is characterized by a generally fiat, undulating
trace at about 51.5 microTeslas that usually deviates less than 0.3 microTeslas.
The Ammonia Tanks ash flow is characterized by positive remanent magnetization

(lower intensity). The change between these two units is usually a gradual slope.
The contact should be picked at the u_hole side of the flattened bedded tuff feature.
This is dearly shown on the log from U20ax. Logs from U20bd and U20as illustrate
less definitive contact locations. [Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The

depth scale (horizontal axis) shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth
is not tied to the ground surface or any common point. Magnetometer data have

• not been smoothed. The vertical scale shows true microTesla units. However,

these apply only to the bottom trace (U20ax). The other logs have been offset
for clarity. Contact depths for each hole are shown near the log pick.]
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[ Figure 7.
Identifying the top of the Ammonia Tonks beaded tuff utilizing gamma logs.

The Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff is characterized by a "W" or "U" shape on the

gamma log. The ash-flow tuff is represented by higher intensity. The contact
should be located just above the blip or small peak on the uphole side of the "W"
or "U". [Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The depth scale (horizontal
axis) shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth is not tied to the
ground surface or any common point. Gamma data have not been smoothed.
The vertical scale shows true API units. However, these data apply only to
the bottom trace (U20ak). The other logs have been offset for clarity. Contact

depths for each hole are shown near the log pick.]
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_3_Pof the R, iniex Mesa Tuff_

The top of the Rainier Mesa Tuff is frequently difficult to distinguish because there is little

contrast in physical properties or appearance of the nonwelded or bedded top of the Rainier Mesa

• Tuff in contact with bedded Ammonia Tanks. The magnetometel log and the movie together are the

best indicators of this contact.The change in remanent magnetism and the observation of a red bed

(or beds) in the movie are contact indicators.

The Rainier Mesa Tuff is an ash-flow tuff that frequently occurs as a complete cooling unit in Area

20. Frequently there is a nonwelded top, a densely welded devitrified section that includes a

vitrophyre, and a nonwelded base. The 'densely welded section usually has cooling cracks and

lithophy,_e. Occasionally there is a relatively thin (1 to about 10 feet thick) associated bedded

unit overlying the ash flow. The entire Rainier Mesa ash-flow tuff has reverse remanent

magneti,sm, unlike the normal remanent magnetization of the Ammonia Tanks ash-flow tuff or the

neutral Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff. Thus, the Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff gives a relatively low

tool response on the magnetometer, while the Rainier Mesa Tuff gives a relatively high tool

response. The pick is made on the up-swinging portion of the log, past the slightly undulating,

almost straight line portion at about 51.5 microTeslas that represents the Ammonia Tanks bedded
ii

tuff (Fig. 8). At times there is a slight change in slope on the up-swinging portion. This is a good

indicatol "_fthe pick (U20av, U20ax, and U20be). The pick must now be refined with the movie.

Careful review of numerous fisheye movies has shown that there are one to three red beds located

-- near the top of the Rainier Mesa Tuff (U20be has one bed, U20av has two beds). The origin of these

beds is not understood at this point. They are usually within the top 10 feet of the contact. At times
above

am

the uppermost red bed appears to be the contact. Frequently an eroded surface can be seen just

the uppermost red bed (U20av is the best example of this). This eroded surface is most likely the

contact and this location should be chosen if it is visible. We have not yet been able to establish a

consistent correlation between the red beds or the eroded zone with the slight change in slope on the

up-swinging portion of the magnetometer log. Our experience shows that if the pick is made at the

change in slope on the log, or at the eroded surface, or at the uppermost red bed (depending on what

is visible) one should be within a couple of feet of the contact. If the contact is faulted, as at U20as,

the fault will affect the log signature at the contact location (Fig. 8). The movie must be used to

refine the pick. It is suggested that the pick be made at the middle of the fault plane seen in the

movie, and noted in the stratigraphic log. The garruna log shows no distinct break at the contact
I

with the overlying Ammonia Tanks Tuff.
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Figure 8.
Identifying the top of the Rainier Mesa Tuff utilizing ma maetometer logs.

The Rainier Mesa Tuff is characterized by reverse remanent magnetism (higher
intensity), and the Ammonia Tanks bedded tuff is characterized by a generally
fiat, undulating trace frequently at about 51.5 microTeslas. The contact should be

picked within the up-swinging portion of the log. Frequently there is a break in
slope in this up-swinging portion; the pick should be made at this break in slope,
if it is present. The break in slope can be very subtle (U20ax), or very visible
(U20av and U20be). Presence of a fa_flt at the contact will affect the signature

i of the log (U20as). This pick has been made in the middle of the fault plane seen

i in the movie. _Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The depth scale

(horizontal axis) shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth is not tiedto the ground surface or any common point. Magnetometer data have not been '
smoothed. The vertical scale shows true microT,_.sla units. However, these apply
only to the bottom log trace (U20ax). The other logs have been offset for clarity.
Contact depths for each hole are shown near the log pick.]
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B._se of the Rainier Mesa Tuff

The base of the Rainier Mesa Tuff is easy to identify if a thin dacite bed is present in the drill hole,

or if the dacite bed has been replaced by a cobble bed. The best tools for identifying this contact are
v

the magnetometer log and the movie. If neither the dacite nor cobble bed are present, this contact is

very difficult to identify, because the two stratigraphic units in contact are usually similar in

physical properties.

The bottom of the Rainier Mesa Tuff is a '"oasalshard zone", a vitrtc section composed mainly of

glass shards, pumice, and subordinate crystals. It has low bulk density, high resistivity, and high

porosity. The pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff, frequently but not always present underneath, is also usually

vitric, low density, varying resistivity, and high porosity. The key feature that needs to be present

to make this contact easy to identify is a thin (about 1 inch) dark gray dacite bed. This bed is a

precursor to the Rainier Mesa Tuff, and should be included with this formation when establishing

the lower contact (Warren, 1991). If the bed is present, the magnetometer log will show a sharp

blip or dipole, us'aally only two to four feet in width (Fig. 9). This blip can be a very small, as in

U20at (Fig. 10). The movie must be reviewed very carefully, since the dacite bed can easily be

missed because it is so thin. In the movie it.appears as a dark z3ne that is about a foot thick. The

top and bottom frequently look fuzzy. Outcrop along Holmes Road in Area 12 shows that this

dacite bed is consistently about 1 inch thick. Both the .novie and the magnetometer log must be used

to define the exact pick. We have observed cases where the dacite bed correlates to the top,

middle, and bottom of the blip. Since the depth on the magnetometer log can not be verified with

casing signal, one must check other stratigraphic contacts to verify that the depth on the log is

correct. At worst, experience shows that this pick could be off by only several feet if one relies on

the log when there is a difference between the log and the movie. In U20as the dacite bed is

missing and has been replaced at the base of the Rainier Mesa Tuff by a cobble bed. The signature on

the magnetic log is very irregular in contrast to that expected for the base of the Rainier Mesa ash

flow, as shown in Figure 10. Several thin peaks may be visible, possibly indicating bedding within

the cobble bed. The cobble bed is the base of the Rainier Mesa, and the pick should be made at the

bottom of the cobble bed. If neither a dacite nor a cobble bed is present in the movie and the

magnetometer log does not show a blip or dipole, the pick is very difficult to make. All other

[] sources of data should be reviewed for any information they may offer.
II

IJ

. Summary

To date the working group has characterized five stratigraphic contacts in southern Area 20 on
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Figure 9.
Identifying the base of the Rainier Mesa ash-flow tuff utilizing
magnetometer logs._-v

The base of the Rainier Mesa ash-flow tuff is easily identified if a thin, dark gray

dacite bed is present. This bed is usually present in the Area 20 drill holes
reviewed. The bed causes a blip or dipole, only several feet wide in the

magnetometer log signature, below the reverse remanent magnetism displayed
by the ash-flow tuff. We have seen cases where the dacite bed correlates to the
top, middle, and bottom of the blip or dipole. Further work needs to be done to
resolve this inconsistency. The downhole movie should be utilized to refine this

pick. [Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The depth scale (horizontal axis)
shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth is not tied to the ground surface
or any common point. Magnetometer data have not been smoothed. The vertical
scale shows true microTesla units. However, these apply only to the bottom log
trace (U20bb). The other logs have been offset for darity. Contact depths for each
hole are shown near the log pick.]
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Figure 10.
Identifying the base of the Rainier Mesa ash-flow tuff ufi_|izing
mag_aetometer logs; special cases.

The thin dacite bed usually present at the base of the ash-flow tuff has been
replaced at U20as by a cobble bed. The ash-flow tuff is characterized by reverse
remanent magnetism (higher intensity), while the cobble bed displays a very
irregular signature with several thin peaks. These peaks may represent several
beds within the larger cobble bed. The contact location on the log is not very
visible; it has been located below the most irregular, definitively-peaked portion
of the log. The downhole movie was actually used to locate this contact, where the
cobble bed was visible, and then correlated to the log. The dacite bed is present at
the base of the ash-flow in U20at. It is shown as a very small blip on the
magnetometer log. This demonstrates that close observation is necessary to identify
contact locations. [Uphole is to the left, downhole to the right. The depth scale
(horizontal axis) shows relative depth; i.e. the scale is true, but depth is not tied
to the ground surface or any common point. Magnetometer data have not been

. smoothed. The vertical scale shows true microTesla units. However, these apply

only to the U20at trace. The log from U20as has been offset for clarity. Contact
depths for each hole are shown near the log pick.]
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Pahute Mesa. All data, including samples, geophysical logs, and flsheye movies, were reviewed.

This paper describes the best data to identify each contact. However, it must be emphasized that

one must review ali data to verify contact locations. Variation in lithology and appearance of new
I

units must be considered.

The fisheye movie was instrumental in permitting identification of the contacts so that

geophysical log criteria could be defined. Now that criteria have been developed, contact

locations can be picked based on the log trace, and then supported by viewing the movie.

The working group intends to continue reviewing data to further refine criteria described above as

additional holes on Pahute Mesa are reviewed, establish criteria for additional stratigraphic

contacts on Pahute Mesa, and develop similar contacts for Yucca Flat. The guidebook published

i should permit NTS geologists, regardless of their programs, to more efficiently and consistently
I

! locate stratigraphic contacts.i

i
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Legend of stratigrap_c units 6

Formation :

Qa Quaternary alluvium Qac Quaternary alluvium

Tt, Thirsty Canyon Tuff Ttr Trail Ridge Tuff
Ttp Pahute Mesa Tuff
Ttr Rocket Wash Tuff

Tf Volcanics of Fortymile Tfbc Tuff of Cutoff Road
Canyon Tfbw Beatty Wash Tuff

Tm Timber Mountain Tuff Tma Ammonia Tanks Tuff
, Tmr Rainier Mesa Tuff

Tmrl pre-Rainier Mesa Tuff
Tmrh Tuff of Holmes Road

: Tmw Rhyolite of Windy Wash
undif undifferentiated tufts

Tp Paintbrush Tuff Tpb Rhyolite of Benham
Tps Rhyolite of Scrugham Peak
Tpc Tiva Canyon Tuff
Tpd Rhyolite of Delirium Canyon
Tpe Rhyolite of Echo Peak

. undif undifferentiated tufts

Ta Volcanics of Area 20 ' Tac Calico Hills Formation

l
!

all alluvium
tb bedded tuff
taf ash-flow and/or air-fall tuff
lava lava
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